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44 Haberdashery, jewellery, smoking and tobacco 
equipment 

 

44a Haberdashery 
44a1 (IPC: A44B) Buttons, pins, buckles, slide fasteners, etc. 
44a2 (IPC: A44C) Jewellery; Bracelets; Other personal adornment; 

Coins 
44b Smoking and tobacco equipment: cigar cutters, lighters, tobacco 

boxes, etc. 
 

44a Haberdashery 
Buttons: fabric, pad, ornamental, collar and other buttons, and their 
fastening (garment closures 3c) 

44a-1 Fabric, underclothes- and other buttons as well as apparatus for their manufacture 
(44a-2; 44a-3; covering 25c, manufacture of sheet metal buttons 7c-29) 

44a-2 Buttons with replaceable coverings and protective devices for buttons (44a-1) 
44a-3 Pad buttons (44a-1) 
44a-4 Ornamental buttons 
44a-5 Collar buttons and other collar fastenings and their safety devices (44a-16; devices for 

inserting buttons into buttonholes 33c-15/01) 
44a-6 Collar buttons in several parts (necktie holders designed as collar buttons 3b-26) 
44a-7 Hinged leaf buttons with one leaf 
44a-8 Hinged leaf buttons with several leaves 
44a-9 Cuff buttons and other closures and their safety devices (44a-16; cuff holders 3a-6/01) 
44a-10 Buttons with thread fasteners (sewing implements for button attachment 52a-24, 

52a-25) 
44a-11 Buttons with needle or wire fasteners, eyelet buttons (44a-14) 
44a-12 Buttons with screw fasteners 
44a-13 Buttons with deformable edges 
44a-14 Buttons with prong, disk or pin fasteners (44a-11; 44a-15) 
44a-15 Buttons with spring action fasteners (44a-14) 
44a-16 Buttons with sliding or rotary base fasteners (44a-5; 44a-9) 
44a-17 Buttons with fastening by means of a pin introduced into an opening and extending 

into a slot 
44a-18/01 Buttons and hooks for the attachment of suspenders (3b-34) 
44a-18/02 Buttons and hooks fastened by means of a clamping device grasping around the 

fabric edges 
44a-19 Buttons with special, previously not mentioned fastening means and miscellaneous 

features for buttons, such as devices for sewing on buttons away from the fabric, 
safety devices against button loss and other features 

44a-20 Button cards (54g-11/60) 

Hatpins, hairpins, scarf pins and safety pins, etc. (manufacture of pins 
7e-1 – 7e-6) 

44a-21 Hatpins (44a-22; 44a-24; 3b-45) 
44a-22 Hatpins safety devices (44a-21; 44a-23 – 44a-25) 
44a-23 Hairpins (44a-22; 3b-45; 33c-4) 
44a-24 Scarf pins (44a-21; 44a-22) 
44a-25 Scarf pin safety devices (44a-22; 44a-26) 
44a-26/01 Safety pins (44a-25; 44a-35/01; manufacture 7e, 1) 
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44a-26/02 Safety devices for safety pins (44a-25; 44a-35/02) 
44a-27 Pins (manufacture 7e, 1) 
44a-28 Machines for fusing heads upon pins 

Buckles and hooks (garment hooks and eyelets 3c-1) 
44a-29 Buckles without tongues, simple (3c-9; 56b-2) 
44a-30 Buckles without tongues and with pivoted parts 
44a-31 Buckles without tongues and with sliding parts, also with wedge closure 
44a-32 Buckles with tongue (3c-9; 56b-2) 
44a-33 Clamping and holding devices apart from buckles, without indication of a special 

purpose 
44a-34 Snap hooks and spring rings (44a-40; 47d-16; manufacture 7e-19) 

Jewellery and the like 
44a-35/01 Brooches, brooch fasteners and brooch pins (44a-26/01) 
44a-35/02 Safety devices for brooch fasteners (44a-26/02) 
44a-36 Orders, dance [club] and other insignia and their fasteners 
44a-37 Bracelets and their fasteners, apart from 44a-38, 44a-39 (44a-40; 44a-43) 
44a-38/01 Expansible link bracelets and their fasteners (44a-39; 44a-40; 44a-43) 
44a-38/02 Non-expansible link bracelets and their fasteners (44a-39; 44a-40; 44a-43) 

Watchbands and accessories (44a-38; 44a-40; 44a-43; cases and protective 
covers for watches 33b-12/04 – 33b-12/06) 

44a-39/01 Watchbands, general 
44a-39/02 Cord watchbands 
44a-39/03 Holding devices for simple watches 
44a-39/04 Holding devices for watches provided with means of attachment 
44a-39/05 Open watchbands 
44a-39/06 Closed watchbands without folding device 
44a-39/07 Closed watchbands with folding devices 
44a-39/08 Watchbands with other articles 

44a-40 Jewellery chains, watch chains (44a-38; 44a-39; 44a-43; snap hooks and spring rings 
44a-34; manufacture of decorative chains 7d-6) 

44a-41 Miscellaneous articles of jewellery, such as plaited or filigree work, picture lockets, 
pendants, etc. (manufacture from sheet metal or tubing 7c-39; plastic designs 75b) 

44a-42 Convertible jewellery articles 
44a-43 Closures for jewellery articles (44a-37 – 44a-40) 
44a-44 Earrings and ear piercers 
44a-45 Finger rings (manufacture of wedding rings from sheet metal or tubing 7c-38) 
44a-46 Key-rings (68a-83; key-ring holders 33d-13/14; key bags 33b-12/09) 
44a-47 Gem settings 
44a-48 Safety devices to prevent the theft of pocket watches and ornamental chains (safety 

devices for other pocket articles, such as wallets, money holders, keys, knives 
33b-14/01; pocket fasteners 3c-5) 

44a-49 Savings boxes (savings boxes with counting gear 43b-57) 
44a-50 Miscellaneous previously not mentioned notions, e. g. token money, beer and game 

counters 

44a1 (IPC: A44B) Buttons, pins, buckles, slide fasteners, etc. 
Note: 
This subclass is intended to cover buckles and slide fasteners whether 
used as haberdashery or otherwise 

44a1-1/00 Buttons 
44a1-1/02 .  characterised by their material 
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44a1-1/04 .  Ornamental buttons 
44a1-1/06 .  Assembling of buttons (covering by braiding 25c) 
44a1-1/08 .  Constructional characteristics 
44a1-1/10 .  .  washable 
44a1-1/12 .  .  covered by fabric 
44a1-1/14 .  .  with replaceable coverings 
44a1-1/16 .  .  with protective coverings 
44a1-1/18 .  adapted for special ways of fastening 
44a1-1/20 .  .  attached by thread visible to the front 
44a1-1/22 .  .  attached by thread not visible to the front 
44a1-1/24 .  .  .  Eye-buttons 
44a1-1/26 .  .  with resilient shank 
44a1-1/28 .  .  with shank and counterpiece 
44a1-1/30 .  .  .  Screw-buttons 
44a1-1/32 .  .  .  Shank inserted into counterpiece and locked by sliding or rotating 
44a1-1/34 .  .  .  with snap-action counterpiece 
44a1-1/36 .  .  .  with counterpiece in the form of cotter, split-pin, or the like 
44a1-1/38 .  .  Clamping by spring action 
44a1-1/40 .  .  with helical wire-shank screwed into material 
44a1-1/42 .  .  with deformable prongs 
44a1-1/44 .  .  with deformable counterpiece 

44a1-3/00 Collar-studs 
44a1-3/02 .  completely rigid 
44a1-3/04 .  with head tiltable as a whole 
44a1-3/06 .  with head formed as two tiltable flaps 
44a1-3/08 .  with head and base separable 

44a1-5/00 Sleeve-links 
44a1-5/02 .  with separable parts 

44a1-7/00 Cards for buttons, collar-studs, or sleeve-links 
44a1-9/00 Hat, scarf, or safety pins or the like (decorative or ornamental aspect 44a2) 
44a1-9/02 .  Simple pins 
44a1-9/04 .  .  Ordinary pins 
44a1-9/06 .  .  Hat-pins (other fastening means for head coverings 41c-7/00) 
44a1-9/08 .  .  Tie-pins 
44a1-9/10 .  .  Safety devices 
44a1-9/12 .  Safety-pins 
44a1-9/14 .  .  Ordinary safety-pins 
44a1-9/16 .  .  Brooches; Breast-pins 
44a1-9/18 .  .  Hinges; Locking devices 
44a1-9/20 .  Attaching heads of glass or the like to pin shafts 

44a1-11/00 Buckles; Similar fasteners for interconnecting straps or the like, e.g. for 
safety belts 

44a1-11/02 .  frictionally engaging surface of straps 
44a1-11/04 .  .  without movable parts 
44a1-11/06 .  .  with clamping devices 
44a1-11/08 .  .  .  roller displaceable in wedge-shaped slot 
44a1-11/10 .  .  .  sliding wedge 
44a1-11/12 .  .  .  turnable clamp 
44a1-11/14 .  .  .  .  with snap-action 
44a1-11/16 .  .  Strap held by spring action 
44a1-11/18 .  .  Strap held by threading through linked rings 
44a1-11/20 .  engaging holes or the like in strap 
44a1-11/22 .  .  Buckle with fixed prong 
44a1-11/24 .  .  Buckle with movable prong 
44a1-11/25 .  with two or more separable parts 
44a1-11/26 .  .  with push-button fastenings 
44a1-11/28 .  .  with hooks engaging end-pieces on the strap 
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44a1-13/00 Hook and/or eye fasteners 
44a1-13/02 .  with spring closure of hook 

44a1-15/00 Key-rings 
44a1-17/00 Press-button or snap fasteners 
Slide fasteners 
44a1-19/00 Slide or glide fasteners 
44a1-19/02 .  Slide fasteners with a series of separate interlocking members secured to each 

stringer 
44a1-19/04 .  .  Stringers arranged edge-to-edge when fastened 
44a1-19/06 .  .  .  with substantially rectangular members having interlocking projections and 

pieces 
44a1-19/08 .  .  Stringers arranged side-by-side when fastened 
44a1-19/10 .  Slide fasteners with one-piece interlocking members on each stringer 
44a1-19/12 .  .  Interlocking member of wire a continuous helix 
44a1-19/14 .  .  Interlocking member formed by a profiled or castellated edge of stringer 
44a1-19/16 .  Glide fasteners with edges of stringers of uniform section throughout the length 

thereof 
44a1-19/18 .  .  Edges of adjacent stringers connected, when closed, by a third member moved or 

groups of members, e.g. third member moved into positions by a slider 
44a1-19/20 .  .  .  embraced by the edges 
44a1-19/22 .  .  .  embracing the edges 
44a1-19/24 .  Details 
44a1-19/26 .  .  Sliders 
44a1-19/28 .  .  .  removable from both stringers 
44a1-19/30 .  .  .  with means for locking in position 
44a1-19/32 .  .  Means for making slide fasteners gas and/or watertight 
44a1-19/34 .  .  Tapes secured to stringers for attachment to edges of clothing or the like; Flaps 

secured to stringers for covering the interlocking members 
44a1-19/36 .  .  Means for permanently uniting the stringers at the end; Means for stopping 

movement of slider at the end 
44a1-19/38 .  .  Means at the end of stringer by which the slider can be freed from one stringer, 

e.g. stringers can be completely separated from each other 
44a1-19/40 .  .  Connection of separate, or one-piece, interlocking members to stringer tapes; 

Reinforcing such connections, e.g. by stitching 
44a1-19/42 .  Making by processes not fully provided for in one other class, e.g. 7c-53/50; 

7d-45/18; 31b2-17/16; 39a3-5/00 

44a1-21/00 Other clamping or holding devices 
44a1-63 Hairpins (44a1-9/00; 33c-4) 

44a2 (IPC: A44C) Jewellery; Bracelets; Other personal adornment; 
Coins 

44a2-1/00 Brooches or clips in their decorative or ornamental aspect 
44a2-3/00 Medals; Badges 
44a2-5/00 Bracelets; Wrist-watch straps; Fastenings for bracelets or wrist-watch 

straps 
44a2-5/02 .  Link constructions 
44a2-5/04 .  .  extensible 
44a2-5/06 .  .  .  having lazy-tongs 
44a2-5/08 .  .  .  having separate links 
44a2-5/10 .  .  not extensible 
44a2-5/12 .  C-spring-type bracelets or wrist-watch holders 
44a2-5/14 .  characterised by the way of fastening to a wrist-watch or the like 
44a2-5/16 .  .  by folding the strap 
44a2-5/18 .  Fasteners for straps (buckles 44a1-11/00) 
44a2-5/20 .  .  for open straps 
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44a2-5/22 .  .  for closed straps 
44a2-5/24 .  .  .  with folding devices 

44a2-7/00 Ear-rings; Devices for piercing the ear-lobes 
44a2-9/00 Finger-rings 
44a2-9/02 .  adjustable 

44a2-11/00 Watch chains; Ornamental chains 
44a2-11/02 .  Fastening devices 

44a2-13/00 Connectible jewellery 
44a2-15/00 Other forms of jewellery 
44a2-17/00 Gems or the like 
44a2-17/02 .  Settings for holding gems 
44a2-17/04 .  Setting gems in jewellery; Setting-tools 

44a2-19/00 Devices for preventing pilfering of watches or jewellery 
44a2-21/00 Coins (coins specially adapted to operate coin-freed mechanisms 43b-1/00); 

Emergency money; Beer or gambling coins or tokens, or the like 
44a2-23/00 Rosaries 
44a2-25/00 Miscellaneous fancy ware for personal wear, e.g. crosses, crucifixes, 

charms 
44a2-59 Savings boxes (savings boxes with counting gear 43b-9/08) 

44b Smoking and tobacco equipment: cigar cutters, lighters, tobacco 
boxes, etc. 
Pipes and accessories (smoking appliances on canes 33a-12; for bee 
keepers 45h-22, 45h-55/00) 

44b-1 Pipes, general, lengthwise and transversely partitioned, with swivelling pipe stem, with 
devices for smoking cigars, cigarettes, etc. 

44b-2 Pipes with double-walled stems 
44b-3/01 Pipes with smoke purifying and cooling devices 
44b-3/02 Pipes with lengthened smoke passages, zigzag guiding of smoke 

Pipes 
44b-4/01 with smoke purifying chambers, exclusive of 44b-3/01, 44b-3/02, 44b-5, 44b-7 
44b-4/02 with spittle catchers in the mouthpiece 
44b-4/03 with spittle catchers in the bowl, detachable bottom 
44b-5 with absorbent linings in the smoke passage (44b-3; 44b-16/02; smoke purification, 

chemical 79c-2) 
44b-6 Pipes in which the tobacco is burned from below (44b-9) 
44b-7 Water pipes 
44b-8 Pipes with tobacco feed (44b-9) 
44b-9 Pipes in cigar or cigarette form, smoking tubes (44b-6; 44b-8) 
44b-10/01 Pipe bowls 
44b-10/02 Pipe bowls with liner 
44b-11 Pipe-bowl lids (with tobacco tampers 44b-12/02) 
44b-12/01 Tobacco tampers, general (with tobacco container 44b-29) 
44b-12/02 Tobacco tampers on the pipe-bowl lid 
44b-13 Devices on smoking appliances for producing smoke patterns and rings, also for 

making patterns visible by means of tobacco smoke (77f-29; 77f-33/28) 
44b-14/01 Pipes with cleaning devices 
44b-14/02 Simple cleaning implements, e.g. brushes, needles, cords 
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44b-14/03 Cleaning sets 
44b-14/04 Cleaning scrapers, bowl scrapers 
44b-14/05 Cleaning of pipes by means of steam, air or water 
44b-15/01 Accessories for pipes, e.g. protective covers, pipes with wind guards (44b-39/02; 

44b-44), with lighters, with friction surfaces for matches 
44b-15/02 Pipes with grate, screen, etc. 
44b-15/03 Holders and supports for pipes (44b-21) 
44b-15/04 Seasoning devices for pipes 

Smoking appliances for cigars and cigarettes and their accessories 
Cigar and cigarette holders 

44b-16/01 General, double holders (44b-1) 
44b-16/02 with smoke filter (44b-5) 
44b-17 with special holding devices for the cigar or cigarette, e. g. pins, grippers, slidable 

mouthpiece 
44b-18 with butt ejector 
44b-19 Mouthpieces for cigar holders, cigarette holders (79b-21/01) and pipes, protective 

covers for same 

44b-20/01 Protective and extinguishing covers for cigars and cigarettes, burning end cutters as a 
pocket implement (44b-31) 

44b-20/02 Extinguishers for cigars and cigarettes, general (in combination with ashtrays 
44b-27/02) 

44b-21 Cigar and cigarette holders and rests (44b-15/03) 
44b-22 Cigar cutters for pocket use 
44b-23 Cigar cutters as a table implement 
44b-24 Cigar slitters and perforators 
44b-25/01 Cigar and cigarette cases, etc. 
44b-25/02 Cigar and cigarette cases combined with lighters, cutters, toilette articles, etc. 
44b-25/03 Cigar and cigarette containers as household implements, smokers' kits (44b-31) 
44b-25/04 Containers for cigarette paper (combined with tobacco containers 44b-28/01; with 

match containers 44b-32) 

Cigar and cigarette containers 
44b-26/01 with tendering devices 
44b-26/20 with single-dispensing devices as pocket implements 
44b-2603 with single-dispensing devices as household implements 

44b-27/01 Ashtrays 
44b-27/02 Ashtrays combined with match containers, cigar cutters, extinguishers, etc.; smoking 

stands (smoking tables 34i-2; ashtrays for automobiles 63c-90; for railway carriages 
20c-42) 

44b-28/01 Containers for smoking tobacco (tobacco cartridges 79b-27) 
44b-28/02 Containers for snuff and accessories 
44b-28/03 Containers for chewing tobacco 
44b-29 Tobacco containers with pipe tamping or filling devices 
44b-30 Moistening devices for cigars, cigarettes and other ready tobacco products for the 

direct use of the smoker (tobacco moistening devices for the trade 79a-5) 
44b-31 Miscellaneous implements for smokers: cigar blow-through devices, burning end 

cutters (44b-20/01, tobacco cutters as pocket implements 79a-4/10), devices for the 
decontamination of tobacco smoke (chemical section 79c-2), for keeping dry or 
scenting cigars, cigarettes and pipe tobacco (therapeutic inhaling devices designed as 
smoking implements 30k-12/03) 
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Lighters, with the exception of chemical and air-contact lighters, 
especially match receptacles and the like 

44b-32 Match receptacles and boxes 

Match dispensers 
44b-33 without match ignition as a pocket implement (44b-36) 
44b-34 without match ignition as a table implement (44b-37) 
44b-35 without match ignition as a table implement with slide 
44b-36 with automatic match ignition, as a pocket implement (44b-33) 
44b-37 with automatic ignition as a table implement (44b-34) 
44b-38 Match receptacle with separate storing of the matches 
44b-39/01 Protective covers with match receptacles 
44b-39/02 Wind guards on match receptacles or their protective covers (44b-15/01; 44b-44) 
44b-40 Match ignition devices, friction surface arrangement (friction substances 78b-3) and 

holders for burning matches 
44b-41/01 Match boxes as table implements (44b-32) 
44b-41/02 Match receptacles or boxes as wall devices 
44b-42 Closures for match receptacles also for cigar cases, etc. (44b-25; 44b-26; 11e-2; 

33b-4; 33b-13) 
44b-43 Ignition strip lighters 
44b-44 Pyrophoric, wick and similar lighters, and their wind protecting devices (44b-15/01; 

44b-39/02; 64c-44/02; 78e-2; 78f) 
44b-45 Pyrophoric lighters with spring lid 
44b-46 Pyrophoric lighters with detachable lid 
44b-47 Pyrophoric lighters with telescopically slidable parts 
44b-48 Pyrophoric lighters with torch 
44b-49 Pyrophoric and wick lighters with friction wheel (44b-45 – 44b-47) 
44b-50 Pyrophoric scratch or striking lighters, except 44b-48 
44b-51 Flint fastening for pyrophoric lighters 
44b-52 Lighters with loose pellets, and platinum black lighters 
44b-53 Cigar lighters, general, except 44b-43 – 44b-52 
44b-54 Electric cigar lighters with spark ignition (78e-3) 
44b-55 Electric cigar lighters with glow ignition (21h-2) 
44b-56 Electric cigar lighters with arc ignition 
44b-57 Electric cigar lighters as pocket implements (44b-54 – 44b-56)  
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